CAHOKIA MOUNDS OF THE PLEIADES

The purpose of this illustration is to depict the core configuration of the Cahokia Mounds that outlines the Pleaides Star Cluster. It appears that the main mounds where positioned to correspond to the 7 mains Stars of the Pleiades. The mystery of why all ancient centers of political, social and
religious orders contrived their ley-lines according the Martian Motif remains to be fully disclosed. On one hand, some venture into the Ancient Alien Theories. Others suggest a conspiracy of nefarious Fallen Angels of the Biblical kind. One can, however piece together what is known through
modern technology and science to corroborate to a large degree why the Martian Motif is such an extremely important motif that virtually all world capital of the modern era and all the ones of the ancient record laid out their cities in such a way. First of all, the planet Mars signifies the ‘God of
War’ as in one that is forcefully, blunt and decisive. They knew of the 12 constellation and apparently how this Martian Motif template was of another ‘world’, etc. When excavations were made of the area, what the circle revealed is that the 4 posts that where aligned to the Sun’s seasonal
journey depicted a ‘cross’ alignment. To the ancient cultures, the formation of the ‘cross’ was indicative of not only the 4 directions on Earth but the 4 Cardinal Points of the Cosmos.

M A R T I A N M O T I F O F T H E P L E I A D I A N PAT T E R N S

This location appears to strongly suggest that it corresponded
to the Face of Mars, given the Martian Motif template. With such
a structure, it provided the triangulation of the entire Martian
Motif to suggest that the people before the Cahokia had an
understanding of the cosmos
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This association with such a ‘god’ of the
Stars insinuates strength and resolve
against the weaker forces that allows one to
rule over subjects with absolute despotic
power. More astonishing is the mystery of
why all modern centers of political, social
and religious orders likewise contrive their
ley-lines according the Martian Motif and it
remains to be fully disclosed.
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This delineation is seen in other ancient sites as well and
certain stars are emphasized. In the case of Cahokia, they
correspond perfectly with the Twin Mounds that relate to the
lesser one or round mound of ‘Pleione’ and then to the larger
square one, to ‘Atlas’.
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A Precessional Cross
This occurs when the Vernal
Axis is currently perpendicular
to the Galactic Equator.
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Main Sources
GoogleEarth.com
Wikipedia.com
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